Abstract. Providing IPTV in the IMS network is increasingly a problem solved today. All households are gradually passing through innovation and slowly every equipment becomes the so-called intelligent or smart and can be connected to a private or public network where it can be monitored, configured, diagnosed and then repaired.. This same upgrading takes place in television, and its current output is in the form of IPTV (Internet Protocol Television) provided in the IP Multimedia Subsystem Network, a new generation network that provides both audio and video data. IMS has originated in 1999 for the 3GPP standard in the 5th edition when switching from a 2G network to a 3G network. It has supported the older GSM and GPRS networks, but also a new UMTS network. In the sixth edition, it also has began to work on WLAN networks, more voice-oriented, or speech recognition services. This paper focuses on the provision of IPTV (Internet Protocol Television) in the IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) network. The aim of our paper is to design IPTV services in the IMS network, define the IMS architecture and the IMS network components such as HSS (Home Subscriber Server), various types of CSCF (Call State Control Function), describe the functionality and services provided by IMS and IPTV and, finally, compare the quality of the IPTV service provided by our network and by network of selected operator.
Introduction
Analogue television broadcasted via antenna receivers was replaced by digital broadcasting, various television broadcasting methods such as DVB-T digital broadcasting, DVB-S / S2 satellite broadcasting, DVB-C coaxial cable broadcasting are being developed. IPTV, however, differs mainly by distributing audio / video content. In IPTV, the subscriber chooses what he wants to watch, and the operator sends the selection into the device. This means that only one transmission is transmitted to the subscriber and no more transmissions at the same time. This saves the bandwidth, improves the quality of the service, and the operator has more control over the entire network. IPTV is primarily implemented in private networks. It provides a wider choice of traceable channels, adds the ability to set up its own IPTV service via the application server in agreement with the administrator or network operator, and thus satisfies a larger set of users. Many people are confusing IPTV with Internet TV. The truth is, that while Internet TV works on a public Internet network, IPTV on a private network. The private network transfer is under greater operator control and it takes care of the better quality of the service. Internet TV has a predominantly low bandwidth, with a huge delay, a high operating load, and therefore a low QoS. Internet TV broadcasts everything in the direction of broadcasting. IPTV is watched only by users who have allocated rights to the network and the data is transmitted from the source to the target.
Using IMS, IPTV can be used with several other services. The more services the user uses on the network, the less services are charged, because the network for which the services are provided is unified, so telecommunication operators do not incur any additional costs for introducing a new service. Integration with IMS services is a step forward for telecommunication operators to maintain and attract customers. Operators are better able to use the bandwidth provided to customers because they can use the full bandwidth for multiple services. [1, 2] First part of the paper contains the brief introduction into investigating field. Next part is focused on IMS architecture followed by characteristic of IPTV architecture, which cosists of several basic elements, e. g. content sources, IP gateway, VoD server, etc. Fourth chapter deals with IPTV architecture in IMS environment, basic functions and elements are mentioned there. Fifth part contains design of an IPTV network architecture followed by comparision of quality of service in explored cases.
IMS architecture
The IMS architecture is quite complex, so we will divide the entire architecture into groups and subgroups. IMS consists of several parts that can be linked or distributed across the network. Architecture can be divided into several primary areas: -User Interface Area:
IPTV architecture
The source signal is captured on the so-called operator's main distribution station, and then is resent to the local servers via the OSI transport layer. Next, it goes to a DSLAM (Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer) DSLAM or Optical Line Termination (OLT), [5] depending on whether it is a digital subscriber line xDSL (x Digital Subscriber Line) or fiber optic connections, up to users. The user can choose anytime and any broadcast station. [6, 7] 
Content sources
For example, terrestrial broadcasters transmitting DVB-T signals, satellite or cable transmitters can be understood as content sources. The transmitted signal is transmitted to the receiving devices or antennas, the entire signal is sampled, encoded, and the multicast begins to send. [8] 
DVB -IP Gateway
The gateway is decoding the incoming signal and transmitting it in the form of audio / video. Can handle over 100 TV stations. It works as encoder, decoder, router and provides signal transmission. [8, 9] 3.3 Conditional access system It handles content encryption using a Common Scrambling Algorithm (CSA) encryption coming from a DVB-IP gateway or Video on Demand (VOD) server to ensure unprotected transmission. Only users with the appropriate key and pre-paid IPTV service can access the content. The system also allows tarification and control of users' services. The client decodes the stream using the set top box. [8] 3.4 Server VoD / NVoD VoD, or NVoD (Near Video on Demand), provides the so-called video on demand from the program menu. It is in multiple locations in network architecture. It works with TV content or video content with MPEG-2 or MPEG-4 compression, each of which needs a bandwidth of approximately 4 Mbit/s. It works in both multicast and unicast modes. The stored files have internal memory that reaches the value of ten terabytes. Users have access to these data through the GUI per the IP Set-Top Box and can choose from a wide range of recorded movies or recorded TV broadcasts. Using the same concept, it is possible to use image capture or broadcast services to Set-top box. [7, 8] 
Billing system
The billing system takes care of the tariff plans, creates and manages them, creates financial reports that are stored in documents, and helps them to find out how much they must pay for the services they have received during the billing period. The system may also be in VoIP or other services. [8] 
Midleware
Midleware is a software that can be described as the SetTop box operating system. It switches the Set-top Box with the main distribution station. Using it we can get access to TV channels, video on demand, video recorder and all other features that are provided by the main distribution station in the Set Top Box. [8] 3.7 IP Set-top Box Set-top Box is the end device used to receive TV, media, or other content from the main distribution station. The device is the endpoint of the network, located in the user's home. Its job is to decode the received service and send it to IPTV in the form of an image or sound, if it is a radio service. [8] 4 IPTV architecture in IMS Figure 1 shows the IPTV architecture in the IMS network. We divide it into major parts: -IMS core, -media delivery and control features, -transport functions, -application server, -user device [1, 10, 11] : 
IMS core
Its most important task is signaling using the SIP protocol to manage connections in the IMS network using CSCF and HSS as previously described. The first point of communication between the IPTV customer and the IMS through the Gm reference point is the P-CSCF. It guarantees transmission of signaling over the network and allocates resources for communication.
Another point is S-CSCF, where customers are registered or authenticated. S-CSCF cooperates with HSS via the Cx reference point, HSS stores customers' data and provides them when needed. [12] I-CSCF communicates with the S-CSCF and requests information from the HSS, which then selects and assigns the appropriate S-CSCF to the customer. [10, 13] 
Media Control Functions
Starajú sa o ochranu stiahnutého obsahu. Media Control Functions (MCF) are control functions, the main function of which is the monitoring and management of MDF (Media Delivery Functions). MDF creates reports about its status for MCF. MDF functions are responsible for delivering multimedia content to the customer, enabling the storage of media content if requested by the customer. They take care about the downloaded content.
[10]
Delivery and media control functions
Transport functions work under the supervision of two RACS subsystems (Resource Admission Control Subsystem) and NASS (Network Attachment Subsystem).
The RACS is a resource management and input control subsystem. Used to perform access control, it is responsible for reserving the bandwidth for both multicast and unicast in the backbone networks. It also uses the Network Address Translation (NAT) protocol to transfer network addresses when the network passes from private to public. The RACS communicates with the IMS through the Gq reference point. NASS is a network connection subsystem. It is reminiscent of a DHCP server because, just like DHCP, NASS also assigns IP addresses. Using information provided by the HSS, it authorizes customer access to the network. With IMS core, the subsystem communicates via the e2 reference point and provides IMS signaling messages. NASS also communicates directly with the RACS through the e4 reference point and exchanges user profile information. [10] 
Application server
The application server takes care of providing services such as IPTV. Every user is stored in the HSS and all information about what services the user has at his disposal. [1, 10] 
User equipment
By user device, each end device that delivers the service to a customer, whether it is a VoIP service or an IPTV, is meant. Specifically, in IPTV is the most commonly used like end device set-top box or personal computer.
Design of an IPTV network architecture
In our paper, we designed a network visible in the figure 2, which has the role of receiving IPTV broadcasting. The core of the network is the DVB-T2 Evolveo Mars USB tuner that provides us to capture and subsequent distribution of DVB-T broadcasts. The core of the network is a virtual server running Linux Mint 18.1 Cinnamon, running on VirtualBox on a computer running Windows 7.
Fig. 2. The architecture of the proposed test network.
On the server, we installed the necessary driver that enabled us to communicate with the USB tuner. We needed to test the functionality of the device. The Wscan program is used to test the device. Figure 3 shows how W-scan searches for individual frequencies. If there is a service on a given frequency, whether it is a TV or a radio station, W-scan will show the exact type of modulation used in the broadcast. In our case, W-scan services were found at 482,000 Hz and QAM_64 modulation was used. At frequencies where only time is available, no broadcast services were found. Using the W-scan program, we can set the country we are in, as well as which multiplexes we will search for the country. Multiplexes are in other words channels with predefined frequency. Each channel has a different frequency. For DVB-T, in Slovakia, it is possible to broadcast channels from 177.5 MHz -channel 5 to 858 MHz, representing channel 69.
In the Bratislava Region, it is possible to tune into 3 multiplexes, specifically on the 522 MHz channel 27, Consequently, we needed to record the received signal. Because W-scan does not show what services are available on the available channels, we needed to install TV-HeadEnd. TV-HeadEnd is a program that allows you to search for different types of broadcasts, such as satellite, cable, terrestrial, or IPTV. It also allows you to create users and manage your network. Each user can have limited access to services depending on which settings we allow users to use. To preview the functionality of the network, we have enabled all the services provided. With TV-HeadEnd, a local server with an IP address is created as the computer's address and 9981 port is accessed. Then, using the IP address and the accessed port, the user logs in with the name and password to the server. Figure 4 shows the program's configuration interface as well as the IP address and port in this case 10.14.0.253:9981.
Fig. 4. TV-HeadEnd Environment.
It is also possible to see in figure 4 that we are in the configuration section which has its subsections. The first and probably the most important subsection is the subsection TV Adapters, which allows us to select the source of the incoming TV signal. We have chosen our USB tuner to receive terrestrial broadcasting as a signal source. Subsequently, we created a virtual network called IMS. It was needed to connect this network to the selected TV adapter. After connecting the adapter and the network, we have set multiplexes with the channels mentioned above in the network that will be monitored during the run. Figure 5 shows the multiplexes and the final state after their searching. We can note that multiplexes with a frequency of 522 and 778 MHz are reported to fail. The reason is that the tuner did not have sufficient signal quality at 522 MHz and 778 MHz did not transmit any stations in the Bratislava region, but the frequency is functional in the Nitra region, where we tested the network for the first time with the intention of tuning regional television. After searching for all the multiplexes, we had 5 TV stations -TV JOJ, JOJ Plus, Barrandov family, TA3 and Infokanál. The number of stations found depends on the quality of the received signal. This can be affected by the antenna's quality and type, weather, antenna position, and distance from the transmitter.
After searching, we needed to map all the stations. The mapping serves to assign the name and serial number to the TV stations you are looking for, as well as to create a hyperlink to the station. These hyperlinks we created and later were used to create a TV list that is accessed through our private network, for example through VLC media player. Each received TV station provides an EPG list as well as a teletext feature that gives us information about ongoing broadcasts, such as the year of production of the movie or the broadcast program, the direction information, the duration of the broadcast, the next broadcast program, etc. Unfortunately, the not available in VLC, but EPG is supported.
We can use almost every device with monitor and Internet access to monitor the stations. In our network, we tried to receive broadcast on a mobile device, on a smart TV and personal computer.
With open source VLC player, we were able to track mapped stations with every device connected to the private network. Figure 6 shows how the created hypertext addresses appear in the m3u list. After running the list in the VLC media player, we found that even though we had the highest quality of the received signal, IP broadcasting had in some cases very low quality. This issue was mainly about HD stations, Jednotka HD and Dvojka HD, which we tested in the Nitra region when searching for regional stations. The whole problem is caused by the lack of bandwidth supported by TV-HeadEnd, so viewing in HD is almost impossible. For the comparison, figure 7 shows the SD transmission on the left side and the HD transmission on the right. While SD transmission is clean with minimal quality problems, HD transmission is sometimes just a green screen without sound. 
Comparing quality of service
Finally, we compare the quality of service provided by our network at the maximum load. As we saw in Figure  7 , our network managed to send a high-quality signal when it was an SD transfer while it failed completely to send HD transmission. We tested on the network how it works under the burden of transmitting SD stations. Software D-ITG can simulate network load. It is needed to set the packet expedition interval exponentially, because it best simulates a crash overflow. We concealed the phenomenon of Bottleneck. It occurs with excessive network load during peak hours of operation, is limited by system capacity and is affected primarily by operating delays as well as hardware or software. [14, 15] Therefore, it is always necessary to consider and estimate how the network can be loaded at the peak of the network design and, accordingly, properly select switches and sufficiently high-performance hardware and high-quality software. The design will result in the full quality of the service, which is a key parameter in the provision of services, not just IPTV, but also others, such as VoIP, etc. The figure 8 and the figure 9 below show what defects occurred during the test overflow. By measuring, we have verified how the network load and delays significantly affect service quality. We have found that the most important step in designing a service in terms of quality is to ensure sufficient bandwidth for all users, as well as sufficient powerful software and hardware to take care of the distribution of the service.
Conclusion
To compare the quality provided by our network, we can use the network provided by one of the biggest Slovak operator. This service has plenty of bandwidth, high-quality TV source, high-quality hardware, and software designed to deliver IPTV and guaranteed service quality. It can deal with more connected users than our network. Just as our network, compared service supports the recording function, the EPG function, the MATEC Web of Conferences 210, 03004 (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201821003004 CSCC 2018 teletext feature. The difference is that the recording function is a paid feature.
Our network could be improved by buying a more powerful signal receiver by purchasing a more powerful server that takes care of signal transfer and its distribution over the IP network, creating better quality software that can send data at a higher transmission rate. In the future, we assume hight probability of increasing number of divergent functions provided along IPTV. There is possibility to connect IPTV and smart television with smart household euuipment located in one private network. We see huge space to focuse on this field in our next research.
